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Lattice Effects in the Colossal-Magnetoresistance Manganites
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We study the combined influence of spin double exchange and Jahn-Teller lattice coupling to holes
in the La12xAxMnO3 perovskites (A  Ca, Sr, Ba). Using a mean-field approximation for the double
exchange and a variational Lang-Firsov approximation for the lattice degrees of freedom, we show that
the lattice effects decrease the magnetic transition temperature, and also cause the maximal value of the
transition temperature as a function of dopant concentrationx to depend on the Jahn-Teller coupling
strength. We find a continuous rapid crossover from a large polaronic state to a quasi-self-trapped small
polaron state accompanying the magnetic transition.

PACS numbers: 75.30.Mb, 71.38.+i, 85.70.Li
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The term “colossal magnetoresistance” (CMR) was i
troduced recently to describe the remarkable temperat
and magnetic field dependence of the resistivity in t
perovskite-based La12xAxMnO3 (A  Ca, Sr, Ba) com-
pounds. For concentrationsx ø 1

3 a sharp peak in the
resistivity is observed around temperatureTp  1002

400 K, below which the resistivity behaves as in a dirt
metal and above which it is activated as in an insu
tor. The attractive feature for technology is that the a
plication of a magnetic field causes a dramatic decre
in resistivity especially close to the resistivity peak [1
4]. Connected with the resistivity peak is a ferroma
netic to paramagnetic transition at temperatureTm

c , Tp .
To explain the ferromagnetism in this class of mate
als Zener [5] introduced a double-exchange (DE) mech
nism, in which conduction occurs via a coherent hoppi
(strengtht) of electrons (from Mn31 ions) along Mn-O-
Mn bonds. Strong Hund’s rule couplingJH ¿ t of the
electronically active electrons to the localized electrons
Mn dxy , dxz , dyz orbitals means the motion of electron
spin polarizes the localized Mn spins, leading to ferr
magnetism. The DE model was refined and extended
Anderson and Hasegawa [6] and de Gennes [7]. Since
the La based CMR materials holes carry the charge,
other version of the DE model was derived by Kubo an
Ohata [8] from the Kondo lattice model.

Very recently, however, it was argued by Millis, Lit-
tlewood, and Shraiman [9] that a direct modeling of th
electronic behavior using the Kondo-lattice Hamiltonia
or its large-coupling approximation, the DE model, is in
compatible with many aspects of the resistivity data, a
a coupling to lattice degrees of freedom was proposed
a necessary extension. A main part of the argument in
hinges on an estimate ofTm

c using the dopant concentra
tion x as a measure for the carrier concentration, whi
results in aTm

c that is more than an order of magnitud
too large. If some of the charge carriers are trapped b
lattice distortion,Tm

c would decrease accordingly. This i
in agreement with Hall effect measurements [10], whic
may indicate that only a small fraction of the dopant ion
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actually contribute charge carriers. A further argument
extending the DE model can be based on measuremen
the dependence ofTm

c and the resistivity on external hy
drostatic pressure [11]. In the DE model the resistiv
depends only on the ratio of the hopping matrix element
to temperatureT , i.e., r  rstyT d. Since pressure pri-
marily changest, the resistivity as a function ofT is only
rescaled, and the DE model can therefore explain only
shift of the resistivity maximum, not its drastic decrea
[12]. Direct experimental evidence for local Jahn-Tell
(JT) distortions, especially aroundTm

c , is also becoming
available, e.g., by ion channeling techniques [13]. In a
dition, more recent x-ray fine structure experiments
veal uniform O-Mn bond length distortion and a strikin
change of this distortion acrossTm

c at dopingx 
1
3 [14].

A theoretical analysis by Sarker [15] examined the e
fect of constraining the Hilbert space due to Hund’s ru
and emphasized the need to include incoherent scatte
mechanisms, such as disorder andyor a coupling to lattice
degrees of freedom.

Here we present the effect of including coupling to lo
gitudinal optical phonons in the DE model, which aris
from JT splitting of the doubly degenerate conductio
electron levels. We treat the local spin dynamics in t
mean-field theory of Kubo and Ohata [8] and neglect a
correlation effects between holes. We will use singleeg

orbitals for conduction electrons. We have shown els
where [16] that the JT effects (static and dynamic) w
split theeg double degeneracy, and hence a single orb
approximation is reasonable for dopingx , 0.420.5. We
will use a homogeneous mean-field approximation for t
low-temperature metallic phase. As the temperature
creases across aboveT m

c , the spin-polaronic effect will
enhance the self-trapping and localization of lattice p
larons [17], the combination of DE and JT effects giv
rise to qualitatively new inhomogeneous small polar
solutions. Rigorously, of course, self-trapping never ha
pens in the pure Hamiltonian because of translational
variance. However, when the bandwidth of the polaro
becomes extremely small, the polarons can be trapped
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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many types of physical perturbations, such as disorder a
doping ions.

Our Hamiltonian consists of the DE partH DE and
H JT from the coupling to the lattice.H DE can be
derived from the Kondo-lattice Hamiltonian in the limi
where the coupling to localized spinsJH ¿ t [8]:

HDE  2t
X

ki,jl,s
sijscy

iscjs 1 H.c.d , sij 
ksij

0 1
1
2 l

2S 1 1
,

(1)

wheres
ij
0 is the total spin of the subsystem consisting

the two localized spins on sitesi andj and the electron.
The operatorscis (c

y
is) annihilate (create) a hole with

spin s at site i. At this point we neglect the fact
that holes cannot doubly occupy sites by approximati
c

y
iss1 2 ni,2sd by c

y
is . k· · ·l denotes a thermal average

In the DE model the hopping matrix element in (1)
calculated in a virtual crystal approximation by letting th
hole hop between sitesi andj in the average field created
by all the other spins.

In the single eg orbital approximation, the two JT
phonon modes can be approximated by one effective
phonon mode, and the JT coupling Hamiltonian can
written as

H JT  2lJT
X

i

qini 1 sKy2d
X

i

q2
i , (2)

where qi is the lattice deviation from equilibrium,ni

is the number of holes on sitei, and K is the spring
constant. (We useK  6t.) QuantizingH JT, we obtain
H  2

p
eph̄v

P
i nisb

y
i 1 bid 1 h̄v

P
isb

y
i bi 1

1
2 d,

where the electron-phonon coupling strength
ep  slJTd2y2K and h̄v is the phonon frequency.
We treat the dynamical phonons within the in
homogeneously modified variational Lang-Firso
approximation [18] using a canonical transforma
tion H̄  UyH U , U  e2S1shDijde2S2sgd, where
S1  1y2

p
eph̄v

P
i Disb

y
i 2 bid is designed to de-

scribe static lattice distortions through the introductio
of a set of static site-dependent displacement fie
Di . The formation of polarons is controlled by

S2  2
q

epyh̄v
P

i gnisb
y
i 2 bid, with g measuring the

degree of the polaron effect, which is most pronounc
in the antiadiabatic (̄hv ! `) limit, where g ! 1. Av-
eragingH̄ over the phonon vacuum and addingH DE

yields (apart from constants)

H̃  2 tjsgd
X

ki,jl,s
sijscy

iscjs 1 H.c.d

1 s1 2 gd
X

i

niDi 1
1

4ep

X
i

D2
i

2 eps2g 2 g2d
X

i

ni , (3)
nd

f

g
.

e

JT
e

is

-
v
-

n
ds

d

where the polaronic band narrowing is given byjsgd 
exps2epg2yh̄vd. Note thatH̃ also contains the static
Hamiltonian (2) in the adiabatic limit (̄hv ! 0, g ! 0).

In the low-T metallic phase we expect homogene
ity and therefore replace the site-dependent variatio
parameters by their averages:Di ! D, N21

P
i ni ! x

(hole concentration), andsij ! s. Introducing the con-
centration dependence of the band energy viaeBsxd 
2t

P
ki,jl,sscy

iscjs 1 H.c.d  N21
P

k,kF sxd nkek, we ob-
tain for the energy per site

hhomosg, D, sd  jsgdssldeBsxd 1 s1 2 gdDx

1
1

4ep
D2 2 eps2g 2 g2dx . (4)

We now need an expression for the reduction of t
hopping due to DE (throughs). We follow Kubo and
Ohata [8] and introduce an effective magnetic fieldheff.
Thens  ssl  heffyT d, and adding an entropy term to
(4) we obtain a variational free energy (per site)

fsl, g, Dd  hhomosssg, D, ssldddd 1 kBT slmS 2 lognSd ,

(5)

with the magnetization of the localized spin
given by mS  n

21
S

PS
l2S lyS expsllySd and

nS 
PS

l2S expsllySd. Taking the derivative off
with respect to l, g, D yields a set of two coupled
equations, which must be solved self-consistently:

l 
≠ls

≠lmS

f2eBsxdgjsgd
kBT

(6)

and

g 

∑
1 1

1
h̄ṽ

exp

µ
2

ẽp

h̄ṽ
g2

∂∏21

. (7)

Here the phonon frequencȳhv and electron phonon
couplingep are both rescaled by the factorrsxd  sx2 1

xdyf2eBsxdssldg to yield h̄ṽ andẽp . The homogeneous
distortionD is given byD  2eps1 2 gdx: Dsx  0d 
0, where q̄  0. To obtain Tm

c we expand (6) around
l  0 and useS  2:

Tm
c sxd 

9
50

f2eBsxdgjsgd . (8)

We numerically solved Eqs. (6) and (7) withssl  0d 
3
5 . In Fig. 1 we show the variation ofTm

c with the strength
of the electron-phonon coupling. For zero coupling on
simply obtains the doping dependence given byeBsxd,
since jsgd  1. Hence the curve is symmetric aroun
half filling. For finite JT coupling one indeed observe
the desired effect of a reduction ofTm

c due to polaronic
band narrowing controlled byjsgd. However, sinceg
1357
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FIG. 1. The variation ofTm
c with ep for h̄v  0.5.

is strongly concentration dependent [the rescaling fac
rsxd diverges asx ! 1 for a simpleeBsxd ø xsx 2 1d]
the maximum inTm

c monotonically moves to smaller
hole concentrations asep increases. Asx increases the
renormalizedh̄ṽ increases and the system is increasing
driven into the antiadiabatic limit characterized by a valu
of g close to 1. This results in a strong Lang-Firso
band narrowing, sinceepyh̄v is not too small. For small
x, g becomes small and the polaronic band narrowin
jsgd is much smaller than for largex, resulting in a
larger Tm

c . The drastic doping dependence of the ban
narrowing effect is due to the self-amplifying coupling o
both DE and JT effects: The polaronic band narrowin
jsgd multiplies the double exchange reductionssld;
see Eq. (4). For largerepyh̄v the concentration at
which T m

c is reduced dramatically due to the polaro
effect decreases; see Fig. 1. Changing the concentra
therefore leads to a change in theeffectivestrength of the
electron-phonon coupling, although the parameters rem
fixed. Similar effects are found in the behavior of th
resistivity [16]. For qualitative trends, we show thex
dependence for our model for allx [ f0, 1g, however, we
note that this model is only directly applicable for CMR
perovskite forx , 0.420.5.

Above T m
c or in the case of extreme electron-phono

interactions close to the adiabatic limit one obtains
quasi-self-trapped state, and the assumption of spatia
homogeneous parameters breaks down. We theref
need to allow for inhomogeneous distributions ofsij and
inhomogeneous charge distributionsni fi nj. To simplify
the calculation we consider here the case of a sing
hole in the adiabatic limit. In order to calculate theT
dependence ofsij we again treat the spin subsystem i
1358
r
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mean field theory with the (spin) HamiltonianHmf 
2

P
i heff

i Si, where the spatially dependent local field
contain a contribution from an externally applied fie
heff

i  hlocal
i 1 hext. This again results in a variationa

free energy

Fshhij, hqijd  2
X

i

shi 2 hextdmi 1 Eel
0 shhij, hqijd

1 sbd21
X

i

ln
h
coshs 1

2 bhid coshsbhid
i

,

(9)

wheremi is the magnetization on sitei, and thehi must
be chosen such that the free energy is minimal.Eel

0 is
the electronic ground state energy calculated for a giv
set of distortionsqi and reduced hopping amplitudessij .
The free energy (9) must be minimized with respe
to the 2L3 variational parametershhij, hqij, where L is
the linear dimension of the system. To limit finite siz
effects we useL  30 and minimize (9) with respect to
54 000 parameters using a conjugate-gradient algorith
For T  0 our model reduces to the three-dimension
Holstein model. One thus expects a transition from
large to small lattice polaron atl ø 6t. In Fig. 2 we
show the average kinetic energyteff as a function ofT and
hext. Notice thatteff decreases abruptly to a small valu
above lJT

c ø 6.8, indicating that the electron become
“self-trapped” by the lattice distortion, and the compos
particle appears as a localized lattice distortion with
spin polarization around the position of the hole.lJT

c
increases withT and decreases withhext. The shape of
the self-trapped state is depicted in Fig. 3. Whereas

FIG. 2. The effective kinetic energyteff as a function oflJT

for various temperatures and magnetic fields.
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charge distribution is nearlyT independent, we see tha
the magnetization distribution changes noticeably. At lo
T the magnetization induced by the localized electr
saturates on the central site and its six neighbors.
higherT entropic effects become more important, and t
gain in entropy further localizes the “magnetopolaron
causing a reduction in the magnetization on neighbor
sites.

In conclusion, following a recent proposal [9] w
have studied the inclusion of a JT coupling in the D
model of mixed-valence perovskite manganites. Us
a mean-field theory for the spin degrees of freedom a
neglecting electronic correlation effects we found that t
lattice coupling indeed has the effect of decreasingTm

c ,
the magnetic transition temperature. Interestingly, the
coupling can also explain the doping dependence ofTm

c .
We also studied the nature of a small magnetopolaron
the insulating regime aboveTm

c in the dilute limit, and
found that it comprises a localized charge surround

FIG. 3. The magnetization distribution of the self-trapp
magnetopolaron forl  7.0. The charge distribution is shown
in the inset. The lines are guides to the eye.
t
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by a spin cloud on nearest neighbors. Close toT m
c

the approximation of dilute and noninteracting polaro
breaks down, and one needs to include many-parti
effects to study the polaron-polaron interactions a
polaron ordering. In addition, close toTm

c effects of
short-range ferromagnetic order may become importa
Notwithstanding these possible extensions of this wo
it appears that thecombined effect of lattice degrees
of freedom and DE is essential to understand both
metallic and insulating properties of CMR materials, a
well as the systematic variation ofT m

c with doping.
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